
 

 

 

CYBER WOLF 
 

 
Will our cyber wolf lead you to a win of a lifetime? 

 

Endorphina’s Cyber Wolf is no ordinary wolf. As technology advances, scientists were able to train 

the ordinary wolf to become a cyber wolf with his own personality, thoughts, and emotions. With the 

strength that surpasses ordinary wolves, this cyber wolf may be the remaining key for you to solve 

and find your luck to experience a win of a lifetime. 

 

This futuristic game has 5 reels and 3 rows with 10 fixed paylines. The WILD wolf's paw print substi-

tutes for all symbols, except for the SCATTER. The WILD appears on reels 2, 3, and 4 in both the 

main game and Free Games. 

 

3 or more SCATTER symbols trigger 8 Free Games with EXTRA WILD symbols. In the beginning a 

random symbol is selected and endowed with the WILD capacity – the capacity to substitute for all 

symbols, except SCATTER. During the feature any symbols, except SCATTER symbols, may get the 

WILD capacity. Every activated accumulator triggers 1 more Free Game with the same bets and lines 

as the initial game. Once activated, the accumulator turns off. Free Games are played with the same 

bets and lines as the initial game and can be won again during the feature.  

All prizes are for combinations of a kind. The matching symbols, except SCATTER symbols, should 

be on paylines and adjacent reels, starting from the leftmost. SCATTER symbols count on any posi-

tion on the reels. For the numbers of SCATTER symbols and combinations on each payline, only the 

highest win is paid. SCATTER wins and line wins are added. 

All prizes in the paytable are shown for the currently selected bet in money or credits depends on the 

currently selected mode. 

Players can double their winnings up to 10 times during the Classic Risk Game. Bonus Pop is also 

available in this game. 

 

Will you be able to catch our wolf’s interest and persuade him to help you predict the perfect combi-

nations? Dare to spin your luck and meet our cyber wolf to find out! 

 


